2020 Pensacola Bay Spring Camporee
We invite you to Scoutland this April 3rd-5th at STSR

"Scoutish" Highland Games
Be prepared to enjoy:
Catapults – Castle Storming
Hammer Throws – Log Drags
Sheaf Toss – Tug of war
Tomahawk Throws – Caber Toss
Stone Put – Tossing Wellies
and More!!
Adult Scouter & SPL/ASPL Competitions

Come Fellowship at the provided Camp Wide Feast
“Ye dornt want tae miss thes yin laddies”

Clan’s sign up at February’s Round Table!
Camporee hosted by Troop
Draft #2 

Volunteers and more info call Chris Sams 516-0735
email =>
csams@escambia.k12.fl.us

Pensacola Bay District
2020 Fall Camporee Leader’s Guide
Draft #2 

“

“Scoutish” Highland Games
April 3rd – 5th, 2020
Spanish Trail Scout Reservation
315 Pat Covell Rd, Defuniak Springs, FL 32435

On behalf of Troop
I would like to thank you for allowing us to host this year’s 2020
Highland Games Spring Camporee. Our Events Committee has shown us some Great event set ups
that you'd expect from us and are sure to please. The Awards Committee has been creating some
AWESOME awards to compete for! And our Cooking Committee is going to prepare a feast for you
to eat Saturday night after your packed day of over 20 fun filled events! Sooo, help us plan by
registering early, design and build your Troop Clan “Coat of Arms” Shield (Flag), design and build
your Patrol Clan catapult, and have A BLAST with us!!!
Games will be held in the Arena (the activity field) for all to see. Extra points for the
Troops and Patrols dressed in the appropriate themed attire! We are making our kilts now! Each
troop is to create a family crest flag or “Coat of Arms” flag for their troop Clan showing their
troop's characteristics and roots. Each patrol will need to build a catapult to enter catapult event.
Scouts will need to be weighed prior to determine what weight class they will compete in.
They will be wrist banded at Friday night check in. (meaning within a Patrol, small scouts get to use
the lighter objects to throw, bigger scouts will use the heavier stuff) When you fill out your troop’s
registration, don’t forget to weigh your Scouts and add those totals to your registration forms.
A NEW TWIST!!! Troop Scoutmasters, SPL's, and ASPL's COMPETITIONS will be in the
early evening!! Yes, each Troop Clan will provide 2 adult scouters along with their SPL/ASPL to
create their own competition team. Attendance adds 1000 pts to Top Troop Scores. Each game
show announcer will be using the 300 Watt PA system interacting with the crowd and contestants.
FUN Stuff! Get your cameras ready!!!
AND, in true Highland Game fashion, after all the events, your included Hearty Highland
Game BBQ Dinner will be cooked and served in the arena by Troop 3! We will all be able to
fellowship and eat together! Troop clans are to bring deserts for sharing. You Don’t want to miss
the closing Bonfire! Action, Awards, skits, songs, music, giveaways, and a closing slideshow of the
day's events!
This Camporee will go down in GCC Scoutish Highland Game history!

YIS,
Chris Sams
Scoutmaster
Troop 3

If you are wanting to Volunteer or need more info call Chris Sams 516-0735
email =>

csams@escambia.k12.fl.us

Overview
There are many legends about the origins of the Scottish Games. The oldest traces the
Games tradition back to the period of Roman invasions in the 2nd and 3rd centuries, where Scottish
warriors reputedly displayed their bravery and strength by performing feats of skill and power in
front of the opposing army.
The most widely accepted tale describes the Games as informal athletic tests by which
Kings and Clan Chiefs examined the agility, cunning, and physical strength of their Clansmen. The
victors of these trials were then awarded positions of leadership both on the battlefield and within
the Clan. The Scottish Highland Games or "Heavy Events" are the modem continuation of this
ancient Celtic tradition.
Our “’Scoutish’ Highland Games” will combine these traditional Celtic origins, the
competition of strength, endurance, and skill-- as well as coming together to celebrate and
fellowship within our special Clan... as brother Scouts.
For the purposes of this Camporee and Games, the Patrols will be competing as Patrol and
Troops will be competing as Troop Clans. There will be 2 to 3 weight classes for most of the events.
During registration, Troops should let us know how many Scouts in each class so we can give you the
correct number and color wrist bands. The event Judges will match the color game piece to the
same color wrist band. A scout is trustworthy and can be disqualified if not. We will have a scale
verification area.
Here are a few items that will help you transform your scouts into ‘Scoutish’ Highlanders
and get into the spirit of the weekend:
o

Construct a Troop Clan gateway (or gateways for each Clan) to enter your campground to go
along with the theme of the weekend. The gateway can be fun and original or a traditional
structure. Scouts’ choice. Top gateways will be in the bonfire slideshow and can get awards!

o

Each Patrol Clan should create a Catapult, prior to the Camporee, to compete in the STEM
catapult event. Double Scouring Event!!! See Catapult event info for rules.

o

Make sure you bring your Patrol Clan Flag (regular Patrol flag is fine) It will be used at every
event. Patrol Clan is to have with them at all times and posted on their gateway when not in use
at events. (Pts, Pts, Pts)

o

Design a Troop Clan “Coat of Arms” Shield (Flag/banner) The flag/banner is a required item
for your Troop Clan to compete in the after lunch events. Don’t be left out! 1000 pts to teams
that compete in the Troop Clan events. Troop Clan Flags should be posted on their gateway
when not in use, for judging.

o

Patrol and Troop Clans are highly encouraged to create their own tartans or kilts, and wear
them during competitions and events throughout the weekend of the Games. (They do not have
to be authentic kilts—this is just to enhance the spirit of the Camporee theme.)

o

Bring your Patrol Clan cheer or yell. This will be used during activities and events.

o

Extra Points to Patrol Clans that attend the most Events!!! And it helps towards Top Troop Clan!

Wearing of Clan Tartans
The word clan comes from a Gaelic word meaning “children”, which denotes “family”. This is
precisely what our Scout Troops are – families. Some clans express their unity by possession of
common emblems or symbolic colors. Well known are the tartans, or plaid textile designs of
Scottish clans. At our Highland Games, it is requested that your clan wear their tartan! The Clan
tartan can denote an individual Patrol (Clan) or the entire troop. (Your decision – your unit).
This can be as the traditional kilt consisting of material wrapped around the waist or a
purchased kilt. You can wear tartans or standard class A uniform at the Flag or Bonfire
ceremonies. Let’s have fun and get into the Highland Game spirit!
Participation points will be awarded for wearing of Clan Tartans. Best outfits will make the
bonfire slideshow!

General Rules
The following rules are the general framework around which this Camporee will be executed.
The Scout Oath, Scout Law, Outdoor Code, and the Guide to Safe Scouting policies are the
guidelines governing ALL behavior during this Camporee.
Check-in Procedures: Units should not arrive before 4:30 pm Friday, April 3rd, 2019. No check-in or going to
campsite before this time. Upon arrival, the Scoutmaster of each Troop will need to report to the check-in at
Henson Hall to receive their map, schedule, and campsite assignments. You will have to be conservative on
spreading out and be prepared to share campsites with friendly neighbors. We will be camping close together,
please be respectful of others’ campsites. Please do not mess with anything, including tents that do not belong to
you. Please have the following information available to be turned in at check-in.
a. A unit roster of scouts and adults. (List Scouts/ Webelos and Adults on separate pages).
b. Name and number of Patrols participating (from online form WITH WEIGHTS Listed).
c. Pre-registration fee receipt.
d. Health forms part “A” and “B” for all attending scouts and adults. These should be kept with the troop.
e. If paying at the door, correct change or checks will be accepted.
It is preferred that all troops preregister and pay at the council office. If, you pay at the door, your troop will not
be guaranteed a Camporee Patch.
SPL/Unit Leader Meeting: There will be a mandatory meeting and a crackle barrel at 9:00 pm on Friday evening.
The location will be the Dining Hall. Bring pen and paper. The Unit SPL (or acting youth unit leader) and
Scoutmaster (or acting adult unit leader) should attend. Other adult leaders or older scouts that wish to help with
events, may attend as well. All units must be represented at this meeting. The final schedule of events, wrist
bands, checkout procedure information, and other important information will be distributed at this meeting.
Fees: The fee is $13.00 for every Scout and Adult. Late registrations Will NOT be guaranteed Saturday Night
Dinner. Scouts with Dinner wrist band to be served 1st. T-shirts are $15.00 each, $17.00 for 2X large, $18.00 for 3X
large (preorder only). Deadline to order T-shirts is Tuesday, March 17th, 2020.
Please make checks out to "Gulf Coast Council or Boy Scouts of America."
Patches: Each registered Scout and Scouter will receive a souvenir patch at check-in. Patches are limited, so make
sure you sign up early. Additional patches will be sold after breakfast on Saturday, if there is any left.
Medical: If your troop will have trained medical professionals (doctors, paramedics, first responders, etc.), please
inform us at check-in. Troops shall be in charge of their own minor First Aid issues.

Special Considerations: If you have any Scouts or Scouters that will need special accommodations, use of mobility
assistance vehicles or any other concerns, please let us know at least 14 days in advance. No vehicles will be
allowed to remain in campsite area (100 points per vehicle will be deducted from Troop points for any vehicles left
at campsite.) Vehicles shall park at the designated parking area adjacent to the Trading Post. (**For special needs
exceptions, the Scoutmaster can obtain permission from Camporee Staff/Chairman at check-in.)
Uniforms: Full Class A uniforms are to be worn with shirts tuck in, at opening ceremony, campfire, and chapel.
Due to the Highland Game theme, Kilts or other Tartan, can be worn with Class A. Kilts will be accepted in lieu of
scout shorts/pants and highly encouraged! Class B uniforms consisting of Scout attire and a troop t-shirt (or some
scouting t-shirt) must be worn at all other times.
Cooking: Liquid fuel and compressed gas stoves may be used in accordance with B.S.A. policy. Scoutmasters are
responsible for storage of liquid fuel in the campsite area. Charcoal maybe used, but you need to bring your own.
Fires: Keep all fires in the existing rings. We will advise you of any weather concerns or other camp restrictions
should they need to be updated prior to the event. NO Fires with Your Fire Buckets Full of water.
Water: Water should be available in each campsite. MAKE SURE YOUR Scouts have their own water bottles!
Garbage: Garbage cans are available at the camp for your convenience. At the end of the weekend or when trash
is full please bring the trash to the dumpster. All trash is to be taken to the dumpster before checking out on
Sunday. You must police your areas and leave them in the condition you found them in or better.
Patrols: Patrols will be hiking from one event to another event during the day on Saturday. Please make sure they
are properly prepared and outfitted to participate. This should include but not limited to scout essentials, a day
pack and water.
Campsite Inspections: Judging form will be handed out at check-in. Campsite inspections will start after 9:30 a.m.
on Saturday.
Judging and Recognitions: Points will be awarded for each event, campsite inspections, and bonus participation
activities, Top Troop Clan Awards. Awards will be presented at closing Bonfire. You don’t want to miss the
Campfire Slideshow and Awards!
Webelos: Webelos are invited to attend the Spring Camporee, if they attend with a troop. Webelos might be able
to participate in some of the events. The Camporee Staff encourages troops to invite their local pack to camp with
them in order to give the Webelos a small taste of what being a Scout is all about. We can offer the Webelos a day
pass only. For $5 each Webelos receives a patch and Dinner IF REGISTERED On Time.
Camp Departure: Camporee check-out procedures will be provided at Friday's SPL/Unit Leader Meeting. All units
are expected to follow the same guidelines of leaving their site clean and taking out their trash. Troops will be on
their “Scouts Honor” to leave their campsite better than they found it. Please check out at Hensen Hall before
leaving the Camporee. The Camporee officially ends after Church Service on Sunday. All Units must be out of the
Camporee site by 11:00 a.m.
Events and schedule: Events and schedule are subject to change due to weather and/or other mishaps beyond the
control of staff.

Camporee Guidelines
We know that different troops handle their programs in different ways. However, when
you’re at the District Camporee, we all must live close together under some common rules. To make
this a pleasant experience for everyone, we’ve listed the Camporee Safe Haven Guidelines.
Please take some time prior to arriving at the Camporee to have your Senior Patrol Leader review
these with your Scouts:
 The Camporee follows all points found in The Guide to Safe Scouting. Disciple is to be handles by unit leaders
in charge. If a troop has any questions about this, please ask the Camporee Chairman.
 An atmosphere of respect and consideration for others needs to be promoted and exemplified by all adults
and junior leaders. All language used at the Camporee must follow the 11th and 12th Points of The Scout Law.
 Scouts are never to enter anyone else’s campsite without being invited.
 Scouts are not allowed to leave their campsites after the designated “in camp” time each night. Adults and
Scouts must adhere to the “Lights Out and All Quiet Times” each evening. This consideration for others is
especially important when troops are camped close to each other as they are here.
 We ask that no adult or Scout arise before 6:00 a.m., but we know that’s not always possible. Adults and
Scouts arising before 6:00 a.m. in the morning must talk in whispers and not make any noise that will disrupt
neighbors and stay in their own campsite.
 Competition must always be conducted with Scout Sprit.
 Inappropriate troop or patrol yells should not be used at any time during the Camporee. The Camporee
Chairman will notify a Scoutmaster if this is in question with his unit.
 Nothing is to be thrown while at the Camporee, including fir cones, rocks, sticks, or anything else, unless in an
event approved by the Camporee Staff.
 Scouts should not be wearing bandanas, baggy pants, backward hats or other non-Scout clothing that presents
an image contrary to Scout ideals and uniformity.
 Campfire etiquette calls for silence upon entering the campfire area until prompted otherwise by the Master
of Ceremonies and be quiet upon leaving.
 No Heavy Event practicing in any Troop/Clan camping area. No Wondering in the Activities field during
“closed times”
 Mandate buddy-system’ at all times.
 Please have all Scouts leave all electronics at home. Adult leaders please be considerate and silence your
phones, use only if needed out of sight & earshot. There will NOT be any outlets available for charging with
the exception of Camporee staff for emergency preparedness. Adult leaders should bring USB battery backup
if needed.
 Each unit must have two‐deep leadership at the camporee at all times. ALL adult leaders, registered or not
registered with the BSA must have completed Youth Protection Training. Take the course at my.Scouting.org
 At TAPS it is expected that all Scouts/adults speak quietly, and no Scouts are to be wandering around.
 Remind all troop participants they are present only at the pleasure of Camporee Event Organizers, and
individuals or entire units can be dismissed from the event and premises at any time.

Welcome to HIGHLAND GAME DAY
Our events committee has been BUSY! Be Prepared to have some FUN! These are
not your “last minute” created type events. They are going to be Awesome! Events will be
proudly signed and located in the activities field. Some Events subject to change. BRING
your Patrol Clan Flag! At the entrance of each event should be in-ground 2” pipes to hold
2 to 4 flags. Events are 1st come 1st serve camporee style. To “sign in” for the event, you
will place your Patrol Clan Flag in the pipes. This also tells the event judge, whose next “on
deck”. Also makes it easier for you to see how many patrols are waiting. A wise Patrol
Clan will goto an event that has the fewest flags posted.
The AM events are built for total Patrol Clan participation. Points can be docked
for patrols without 90% of your registered participation. Most events have different
sizes game pieces per each participant’s weight class. Each Scout’s weight class should
have been determined on the on-line registration form. Wrist bands will be given out at
Henson Hall registration with colors that match the 3 weight classes. Members must have
their correct color wrist band on. A scout is trustworthy and can be disqualified if not.
We will have a scale verification area. See Weight Class Notes Section Below
Make sure each Clansmen stays hydrated and carries a water bottle. Be Safe!
Patrols that attend ALL AM events, will have 1000 pts added to their score towards Top
Patrol Clan. Be Prepared to give your Patrol Clan Cheer at the beginning of each event.
Clan leadership, Clan participation, Clan Pride (attire, flag, energy), Clan positive cheering
will help your score!

AM Patrol Clan Events
Caber Toss - The caber toss is a traditional Scottish athletic event practiced at the
Scottish Highland Games involving the tossing of a large wooden pole called a caber, similar
to a telephone pole or power pole. It is said to have developed from the need to toss logs
across narrow chasms to cross them. In Scotland the caber is usually made from a Larch
pine tree. A caber typically is 19 feet 6 inches tall and weighs 175 pounds. Ours might not
be as big. We will have different sizes per each participant’s weight class. Participants will
be required to stand up the pole, lift it from the bottom (colored end), and hold it upright.
Then with forward motion flip the pole trying to keep the pole as straight as possible,
tossing it end over end, trying to keep the pole to land as straight as possible in a 12
o’clock position.
Scoring - Farthest distance from the tossing line (measured from the colored end) and
how close to 12 o’clock position. Clan leadership, Clan participation, Clan Pride (attire, flag,
energy), Clan positive cheering will help your score!
Braemar Stone Put - Historically, the Braemar Stone Put stems from a common practice
by early Highland Chieftains who kept a large stone outside their gatepost, and challenged
the throwing arms of every visiting clan's warriors. In the Braemar Stone Put, athletes
throw a stone from a stationary position (no running approach allowed). Different size/
weight stones will be provided to accommodate the different weight classes.

Scoring - We will take your Clan’s sum of their top 3 throws, measured from the tossing
line. Largest sum total wins. Clan leadership, Clan participation, Clan Pride (attire, flag,
energy), Clan positive cheering will help your score!
Battle Hammer Toss - There is no doubt as to the origins of throwing the hammer.
Wherever this tool was used - smithies, quarries, or farms - men defended themselves by
throwing the wooden shaft sledgehammer. We’ll be using a replica that will be tossed for
distance thrown from between your legs. We will have different sizes per each
participant’s weight class. The heavy weight will be about 5 pounds while the light weight is
3 pounds. This is small as Scottish hammers go, but we are interested in a “safe” throw.
Scoring – We will take your Clan’s sum of their top 3 throws, measured from the tossing
line. Largest sum total wins. Clan leadership, Clan participation, Clan Pride (attire, flag,
energy), Clan positive cheering will help your score!
Tomahawk Throw – Tomahawks will be tossed a set distance at a target. Out of 21 throws,
how many can your Clan stick into the target and get the bull’s eye!
Each clan member
gets 3 tries before having to pass to the next member.
Scoring – How many bull’s eyes? Total of scoring rings? Clan leadership, Clan participation,
Clan Pride (attire, flag, energy), Clan positive cheering will help your score!
Farmer’s Walk - The competitor picks up two heavy weights, one in each hand, and walks
around a series of cones. The entire Clan will line up in single file; the first member
carries the weights around the course, sets them down after returning to the start line,
moves to the end of the line, and the second clan member picks up the weights and starts
to move around the course again. We will have different sizes per each participant’s
weight class. Weights are to be carried off the ground, not dragged. Judge can give a
time penalty each time an item touches the ground. If a clan member is unable to
complete the course, Judge will add a time penalty, weights are left there, and the next
clan member will have to finish the course. The intent is for each clan member to
participate. Once all members have finished their attempt at the course, the clocks stops.
Scoring - This is a timed event. Final total time divided by head count. Quickest average
time wins. Clan leadership, Clan participation, Clan Pride (attire, flag, energy), Clan positive
cheering will help your score!
Catapult – Each Clan’s should build a Homemade, free-standing (not handheld) trajectory
device that must be capable of lobbing a tennis ball at a target placed between 2 – 5
meters away. Catapults/trebuchets are to be prominently labeled with Troop and Clan
name on it. Launch force must be provided by gravity or elastic solids (such as springs,
rubber bands, etc…) The tallest piece of your device MAY NOT be more than 50 cm above
the ground at any time. The total weight of the device must be under 50 pounds. Your
device will sit within 2 meters area marked on the ground and fire its tennis ball to a
freshly raked pile of sand target which will also be ground level. A small object in the sand
will mark center target.

For safety reasons, only 2 Scouts will be allowed in the launching area with your device
during competition. Each team will have a 1 shot practice round after which they will shoot
at the target 3 times. The 3 shots will be measured and combined. Only “successful”
launches will be measured. Launch is successful when a tennis ball’s 1st bounce goes beyond
the foul line. Only 3 shots fired are allowed, beyond the practice shot, regardless if they
are successful or not. Teams can make adjustments between shots within the launching
zone. The distance from the target will be measured to the tennis ball’s initial point of
impact as determined by the Judge. Tennis balls hitting the target on initial impact will
receive a score of Zero inches. Lowest combined inches win.
NO tennis ball shall be shot on Saturday, before, during, or after the catapult event
except during your specified practice round or actual competition. You can be Disqualified.
This rule is meant to provide safety and fairness, so teams will not be practicing during
the day of the competition.
Scoring – Clans being the most accurate to target should have the lowest combined
measurement total. Lowest combined measurement wins. Clan leadership, Clan
participation, Clan Pride (attire, flag, energy), Clan positive cheering will help your score!
Storming the Castle - Scouts make a ladder (lashings and knots) out of the provided spars
to go over a fence, obstacle, or climbing wall. Judge can penalize you if they determine
your lashings aren’t safe enough for you to continue. All ladder rungs provided must be
lashed and used. Each clan member must participate. Once ladder is built, and Judge
gives you a go ahead, each of your Clan members must climb up your ladder and over the
object. Only one member climbing the ladder at a time. Once all Clan members are over
the obstacle, the stopwatch will stop. Afterwards, clans please return all ropes and spars
back in the starting area.
Scoring - This is a timed event. Best time wins. Clan leadership, Clan participation, Clan
Pride (attire, flag, energy), Clan positive cheering will help your score!
Heavy Log Drag - Practice that timber hitch, because it may come in handy. The clan
members run to the Heavy log and tie a timber hitch to one end of the log and a bowline in
the other end of the rope. Once Judge verifies knots are tied correctly, then 3 of your
Clan members, who did not tie any knots, get inside the bowline and drag the log across
the opposite finishing line. Afterwards, Please until the knots and coil rope to prepare for
next clan.
Scoring - This is a timed event. Clan leadership, Clan participation, Clan Pride (attire, flag,
energy), Clan positive cheering will help your score!
Remember the Clan – Test your memory. Clansmen might be presented with Scottish
history, facts, and items. They will have 2 minutes to memorize the items. Afterwards
they will they will be given a timed test to see what they remember. This is a timed event.

Scouring – Points given per correct answer in the allow amount of time. Highest points
wins. Clan leadership, Clan participation, Clan Pride (attire, flag, energy), Clan positive
cheering will help your score!
Sheaf Toss - A sheaf is a 16‐20 pound bag of hay. Hurl it straight up into the air over an
adjustable crossbar with a pitchfork. It’s high jump with pitchforks! Each Clan member
will get 2 tries. We will have different sizes per each participant’s weight class.
Scoring - The Clan with the highest crossbar wins. Clan leadership, Clan participation, Clan
Pride (attire, flag, energy), Clan positive cheering will help your score!
High Weight Toss – With your Clansmen’s back facing the high jump type setup, with 1
hand, they toss a heavy weight straight up into the air over an adjustable crossbar. Each
Clan member will get 2 tries. We will have different sizes per each participant’s weight
class.
Scoring - The Clan with the highest crossbar wins. Clan leadership, Clan participation, Clan
Pride (attire, flag, energy), Clan positive cheering will help your score!
Castle building – This event is designed to test the Clan’s ability to work together and
think on their feet. They will be given a box of materials to build a freestanding castle as
tall as they can. Castle should be constructed to be able to hold a tennis ball on top. The
materials box itself may not be used. The castle must be free standing. Only the items in
the box can be used. Each Clan will only have 10 minutes to build their castles. BEFORE
the end of 10 min callout, Clans must have their tennis balls on top of their towers, AND
ALL HANDS must be OFF the castle and Clans must be BEHIND the start line. Since
NO building materials are to extend above it, the top of the tennis ball will be considered
the highest point of the castle.
Scoring – Judge will give a 10 minute count down. At ZERO ALL Hands off, AND ALL
Clansmen shall be behind the start line, leaving their tennis ball on top their castle
(without any items above the tennis ball) After the 10 minute call, Judge shall count
down for 30 seconds. The tallest castle standing with the tennis ball on top after the 30
seconds, wins. In the event of a tie, the smallest base (at its biggest measurement) wins.
Clan leadership, Clan participation, Clan Pride (attire, flag, energy), Clan positive cheering
will help your score!
Toss your Welly – Otherwise known as, Welly Wanging. Who knows where it came from,
but the World Record is 209 ft! How far can you toss your Welly?
Scoring - The Clan that tosses the farthest Welly wins! Each Clan member get 1 throw.
Clan leadership, Clan participation, Clan Pride (attire, flag, energy), Clan positive cheering
will help your score!

PM Patrol Clan Bracket Competitions
Patrol Clans should be on time, ready, and alert in the staging area directly after
lunch WITH their Patrol Clan Flags. These events will start shortly after lunch when the
other events close. The arena announcers will let you know when to be “on deck” and to
what game field to go to and where to place your flag. You must pay attention because we
will run 2 to 4 competitions at the same time! Win or Lose, Patrol Clan participation in
ALL these events will Dramatically (1000pts) help your overall points towards Top Troop
Clan.

After Lunch Events
Maide Lesig - Each Patrol Clan shall choose a Clansmen to compete for your Patrol Clan. 2
opposing Clansmen sit down with their feet pressed against each other and holding a stick
in between them. They both then pull on the stick to trying to raise the other off the
ground. The first Clansmen to get the other one off the ground or pull them past your
kneecaps wins. Best 2 out of 3 tries will allow you to continue on to the next bracket and
will go up against other Patrol Clan champions to determine the undisputed Champion Patrol
Clan!
Tug‐of‐War - Each Patrol Clan shall choose which Clansmen to compete for your Patrol
Clan. Your competing team cannot have more than a combined weight over 850 lbs (plus or
minus 50 lbs variance). The first Patrol Clan to pull the competing Clan past the cones wins
that pull. Best 2 out of 3 pulls will allow you to continue on to the next bracket and will go
up against other Patrol Clan champion teams to determine the undisputed Champion Patrol
Clan!
Flodh Gearradh - Each Patrol Clan shall choose a 4 member team. The team will have to
cut through a 6” – 8” diameter log using a 2 man lumberjack bucksaw. Only 2 Clansmen at a
time using the saw. Clansmen can switch out with their team mates if they have Judges
approval of the safest way to transition. The fastest Patrol Clan to make the first 2
complete cuts (Piece drops to the ground) wins.
Kilt Run - Originated in the hills of northern Scotland. It is an endurance test of running
and cross‐country skills over rough terrain. This race will be about 1 mile in distance and
may include several natural and manmade obstacles. Kilts are a must for this one! Win or
Lose, Troop Clan participation in these events will Dramatically help your points for Top
Troop Clan. Troop Clan leadership, Troop Clan participation, Troop Clan Pride (attire, flag,
energy), and your Troop Clan positive cheering will help your score! There will be
placement awards but, any Troop Clan that Completes the course earn their Troop Clan
1000 points!

Troop Clan (SM,ASM,SPL,ASPL)
Evening Bracket Competitions
In “Scout”Land, the Troop Clan is only as strong as its leaders. So it’s time to step
up and show how just how strong you are! Each Troop Clan shall provide a 4 man team
consisting of 2 Adult Leaders and the SPL and ASPL. They should bring a “Coat of Arms”
Shield of their Troop Clan. Shields will be posted in the in-ground 2” pvc pipe flag stands
to show who’s “on deck” and their ranking. Win or Lose, Troop Clan participation in these
events will Dramatically help points for Top Troop. Troop Clan leadership, Troop Clan
participation, Troop Clan Pride (attire, flag, energy), and your Troop Clan positive cheering
will help your score! Be Prepared for some of the following events:
Caber Toss
Farmer’s Walk
Sheaf Toss
Tug‐of‐War

Braemar Stone Put
Flodh Gearradh
High Weight Toss

Battle Hammer Toss
Toss your Welly
Storming the Castle

Don’t be left out! Sign up today so we
make sure you get FED! Let’s have a Blast!!!
Keep an eye out on Facebook for any
further info…

Weight Class Notes
When we offered to run this camporee last year, we were told that they wanted a High Land Game theme.
Our concern out the gate was that the last couple High Land game themed Camporees had some complaints. Our
troop won Top troop at the last one. Our PLC debrief scribe notes mentioned numerous times where, even my guys
who won (15-17 yrs old), felt it wasn't fair to most other patrols competing that were smaller scouts. And that
they witnessed a lot of patrols not even trying to compete when they saw big, strong, older scouts competing.
Notes also stated that the events were built so that only 1-3 strong scouts would actually compete in said event,
leaving the younger scouts bored and not really having a chance to participate. And that the gaga pit was full of
younger scouts from after lunch on.
So, I tasked the PLC and some adults to come up with some solutions. 2nd place result was group by age.
That got canned once we showed my 89 lb 12 yr old Brody against my 159 lb 12 yr old Westin. The winning result:
3 different weight classes of scouts so we can fairly adjust the "game pieces" they use at each event in hopes to help
level the playing field so All patrol members can have fun (weak or strong). We were gonna hand out wrist bands
to SPLs Friday night pending listed weights. Easy for troops to ask or just copy weights listed on the scout's BSA
Med Forms.
Meaning, the "red" wrist band class, would use the "red" painted 10 lb weight to throw for distance.
Meaning, the "white" wrist band class, would use the "white" painted 15 lb weight to throw for distance.
Meaning, the "blue" wrist band class, would use the "blue" painted 20 lb weight to throw for distance.
Now, everyone in the patrol can join in and compete, and young patrols against older scout patrols can now
more fairly compete.
Our next step, once we create a couple more of the game field pieces over the next couple weeks was to use
our 48 scouts, along with their sister siblings, weigh them in and have them try different weights. PLC is going to
graph the results to help us create weight brackets. The attempt: Find out what weight ranges per weight class so
we can post them later on.
Possibly Example:

< 100 lbs Red Class
101 - 150 lbs White Class
> 150 lbs Blue Class

We also brought it up for discussion with 3 other troops for input, and again at round table with all that were
present. Everyone seem to love it so far. Please let us know if you have a better solution.

If you are wanting to Volunteer or need more info call Chris Sams 516-0735
email =>

csams@escambia.k12.fl.us

2020 Pensacola Bay Fall Camporee
“Highland Games”
Friday Night
4:30 Registration begins
9:00 Cracker Barrel for Scoutmaster / Senior Patrol Leader (Bring cup)
10:30 Taps - All Scouts in campsites
Saturday
6:30 Reveille, Breakfast at campsites
8:30 Assemble for Opening Ceremony at the Flag Pole
(Bring Troop Clan “Coat of Arms” and Patrol Flags)
9:00 AM Patrol Clan Highland Games – Activity Field
9:30 Campsite & Gateway judging
12:00 Lunch at campsites
1:30 PM Patrol Clan Bracket Events – Activity Field (bring a chair?)
3:00 Troop Clan Bracket Events – Activity Field
5:30 BBQ Chicken Dinner – Activity Field
(Paper plates provided, bring your own Utensils, and paper towels  )
Don’t forget to bring a desert to share
7:30 Highland Games Bonfire, Slideshow, and Awards - Whipple Circle
10:30 Taps - All Scouts in campsites
Sunday
6:30 Reveille, Breakfast at campsites
8:30 Scout’s Service – Chapel
9:45 Campsite clean-up, and departure
(Troops to bring trash to Dumpsters)
11:00 Camp Closed
Subject to Adjusting 

Pensacola Bay District Fall Camporee 2020
April 3rd -5th, 2020
Camporee Dry Fit Tee Shirt Order Form
Deadline for T-shirt order is March 17th
http://www.gulfcoastcouncil.org/event/Pb-spring-Camporee-2020/2525362

All shirts are adult sizes
Troop #
SPL:

Scoutmaster:

Camporee Tee Shirts
# of
Shirts

Extended Total
Small
Medium
Large
XL
2XL
3XL

$15.00 each
$15.00 each
$15.00 each
$15.00 each
$17.00 each
$18.00 each
Grand Total Due

Pensacola Bay District Spring Camporee 2020
April 3rd – 5th, 2020
Spanish Trail Scout Reservation
Troop #
SPL:
Patrol Clan Name:

Scoutmaster:
Weight of Scout

PL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Patrol Clan Name:

Weight of Scout

PL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Patrol Clan Name:
PL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Weight of Scout

Pensacola Bay District Spring Camporee 2020
April 3rd – 5th, 2020
Spanish Trail Scout Reservation
Troop #
SPL:
Patrol Clan Name:

Scoutmaster:
Weight of Scout

PL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Patrol Clan Name:

Weight of Scout

PL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Patrol Clan Name:
PL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Weight of Scout

Pensacola Bay District Spring Camporee 2020
Pre-registration Form
http://www.gulfcoastcouncil.org/event/Pb-spring-Camporee-2020/2525362

Deadline Registration Deadline: March 20th
Troop #
SPL:

Scoutmaster:

# of Boys

$13.00 each

# of Adults

$13.00 each

Grand Total Due

Pensacola Bay District Spring Camporee 2020 - WEBELOS
Pre-registration Form
http://www.gulfcoastcouncil.org/event/Pb-spring-Camporee-2020/2525362

$5 DAY PASS - Includes Patch and Dinner Ticket
Deadline Registration Deadline: March 20th
Webelos #
Pack:

Cubmaster:

# of Boys

$5.00 each

# of Adults

$5.00 each

Grand Total Due

